Plasticity changes of neuronal activities in central lateral nucleus by stimulation of the anterior cingulate cortex in rat.
The medial thalamus (MT) and anterior cingulate cortex (ACC) are essential components in mediating the affective emotional-aspect of pain. Whether ACC modulates the neuron activity in MT has not been elucidated and clarifying this point will further reveal the neurobiological mechanism underlying pain related emotions. In the present study, we used in vivo single unit recording and retrograde tracing technique to demonstrate that the majority of examined neurons in the central lateral nucleus (CL), an important nucleus of MT, responded to noxious stimulation. Tetanic stimulation in the ACC increased spike activities of nociceptive-responding neurons in the CL; retrograde tracing by fluorogold in the CL showed the positive neurons are distributed bilaterally in the ACC. Taken together, we demonstrated descending modulation to nociceptive responses of CL neurons by direct projections from the ACC, which may underlie the neuronal mechanism of negative pain emotions.